
From: HHI Motorcoach Resort manager@hhimr.com
Subject: A message from our spokesperson

Date: April 26, 2018 at 10:27 AM
To: marianne.riddile@me.com

To:                  HHIMR Owners
From:             Board of Directors
Subject:          Position Paper on Clubhouse Improvements/Renovations
Date:              April 26, 2018
 
It is important that we continue to strategically plan for the future of our Resort. What
worked for us 40 years ago when this Resort was developed does not support our
growth in the last couple of years or expected future growth in the Resort and the RV
industry. We believe the future for this Resort is dependent on our ability to grow and
adapt to change.

Over the past several years much has been discussed about a clubhouse renovation
project which included an elaborate welcome center. The Board of Directors (BOD)
believes it is no longer essential for the growth of the Resort to expand the welcome
center, instead a clubhouse expansion better aligns with the needs of the Resort. During
Owners’ Week, plans for a clubhouse renovation and expansion were shared with the
owners present in an open meeting.  In response to comments received at the meeting,
the BOD wishes to share with owners several options on moving forward on this
effort.

The BOD is requesting that each owner review the options presented herein and make
your decision based on what you feel is best for our Resort. You will be given the
opportunity to express your thoughts at the next Board meeting in May. Subsequently,
owners will be asked to vote through E-Voting on which option to pursue further. This
is not an approval to build the extension, but whether these preliminary plans should be
progressed to the next stage including finalizing an architect selection and soliciting
proposals from perspective builders. 
 
OPTION A
The first option for your review is an expansion on the east end (snack shack end) of
the existing clubhouse.  As evidenced from this past owners’ week, we now have many
more owners who are active in the Resort and want to be part of our functions, but we
regularly turn owners away from attending our indoor events because of a lack of
space. This option provides additional space attached to our existing room to address
the much-needed increased occupancy for our events throughout the year. Additionally,
this option includes a conventional elevator and restrooms. This option would require
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this option includes a conventional elevator and restrooms. This option would require
the support for an overall budget of approximately $700,000.00, which we believe is a
reasonable estimate and includes the following:

·      A second story addition of approximately 1,600-1,700 square feet. The layout of
this area includes a large open multi-purpose room that is approximately 900 square
feet. 
·      A conventional elevator rated for multiple occupants for use by all owners
·      Handicap accessible restrooms located on the second floor for both men and
women (two stalls in women’s restroom, one stall and one urinal in the men’s
restroom) that are needed for the capacity of the room. The addition of these restrooms
will free up the space currently used for the one unisex restroom for storage of tables,
chairs, etc., thus further expanding the meeting space.
·      A covered area below the second story addition to provide shaded seating and/or
an outdoor kitchen connected to the snack shack. This covered area would provide
greater flexibility during outdoor events, such as cookouts for Memorial Day Weekend,
4th of July, and Labor Day Weekend.
·      Repair and or repurpose of the existing unimproved racket sports area. (This area
will be needed for access and staging during renovation/construction)
 
The financial impact to owners would be:
·      Building expansion/elevator/handicap accessible bathrooms: $600,000*
·      Repair and or repurpose of the existing unimproved racket sports area: $100,000*
·      Between POA and LLC, we have $160,000 available for this project
·      This leaves a balance of $540,000. The cost to owners is estimated to be a one-
time assessment of $1350 or $60/quarter for 7 years**

* This is a preliminary estimate as firm estimates cannot be provided prior to
blueprints and engineering documents.

**These figures are based on today’s rates and could change when final financing is
established.
 
Pros:
·      Provides a reasonable option for long term growth
·      Upgrades our Resort to meet expectation for a four or five-star resort clubhouse
·      Solves existing problem of additional space required. There are several ways to
configure the multi-purpose space, but one idea is to move the pool table, TV, and
couch into the smaller room freeing the larger existing space for additional seating.
·      Solves the issue of having only the one non-ADA unisex restroom upstairs
·      Provides access for all owners and guests for upstairs functions
·      Makes the Resort less vulnerable to lawsuits/accidents regarding current second
floor access
·      Least expensive in the long-term as solves both capacity and access issues in one
renovation

Cons:
·      Most expensive option in the short term
·      Requires handicap parking to be added to the tennis court side



·      Requires handicap parking to be added to the tennis court side
·      The existing unimproved racket sports area will be unavailable during
construction. The improved courts will remain accessible.
 
 
OPTION B
The second option for your review is an expansion on the west end (parking lot side) of
the existing clubhouse to provide a conventional elevator and restrooms. This option
provides for a smaller scale expansion and would require the support for an overall
budget of approximately $350,000.00, which we believe is a reasonable estimate and
possibly (this is in very preliminary stage) includes the following:

·      A bump-out of approximately twelve feet for both first and second floor which
will result in an increase of approximately 480 sq. ft upstairs and a smaller amount
downstairs due to working around existing mechanical equipment.
·      A conventional elevator rated for multiple occupants for use by all owners. The
elevator would open out into an enlarged hallway upstairs where the current unisex
restroom is now located.
·      Handicap accessible restrooms located on the second floor for both men and
women (two stalls in women’s restroom, one stall and one urinal in the men’s
restroom) needed for the current capacity of the room.
·      An increase in the area of the current exercise and laundry rooms, or the addition
of small multi-purpose spaces
·      An upgrade and expansion of the current kitchen area.
 
The financial impact to owners would be:
·      Building expansion/elevator/HC bathrooms: $350,000. *
·      Between POA and LLC, we have $160,000 available for this project
·      This leaves a balance of $190,000. The cost to owners is estimated to be a one-
time assessment of $475 or $25/quarter for 7 years**
·      In this option no funds are allocated towards the repair/repurpose of existing
unimproved racket sports area as not affected: $100,000 future allocation required.

* * This is a preliminary estimate as firm estimates cannot be provided prior to
blueprints and engineering documents.

**These figures are based on today’s rates and could change when final financing is
established.
 
Pros:
·      In the near term, most affordable of the two expansion options
·      Provides access to the upstairs for all owners and guests
·      Solves the issue of having only the one non-ADA unisex restroom upstairs
·      Makes Resort less vulnerable to lawsuits/accidents regarding current second floor
access
·      Provides for an upgrade and expansion to the existing kitchen
·      Provides elevator close to existing handicap parking
·      Due to upstairs renovation, provides expanded fitness center and laundry areas or
the addition of small multi-purpose rooms downstairs



the addition of small multi-purpose rooms downstairs

Cons:
·      Does not provide additional space to meet current upstairs requirements.
Occupancy rate for the second-floor area will not be expanded and participation in
Resort functions will continue to be limited.
·      Kitchen will be closed during construction
·      More expensive option if decision to expand clubhouse on east end later to
address space/capacity issue
·      Does not allow for additional shaded seating/outdoor kitchen under the addition
·      Could impact handicap access to second floor during construction
·      Could impact the existing clubhouse parking during construction
 
 
OPTION C
The third option for your review is the installation of an elevator only. The location is
yet to be determined based on architectural proposals. Possible location choices are to
replace the existing freight elevator with access through the kitchen or a projection off
the existing upstairs balcony. This is a much smaller construction project with the least
financial impact on ownership and might be paid for from current funding. This option
would in effect result in the following:

·      A conventional elevator rated for multiple occupants for use by all owners. The
elevator location to be determined.
The financial impact to owners would be:
·      Installation of elevator: $160,000*
·      Between POA and LLC, we have $160,000 available for this project
Possibly zero impact to POA fees
 
*This is a very preliminary estimate as firm estimates cannot be provided prior to
blueprints and engineering documents.
 
Pros:
·      Provides access for all owners and guests for upstairs functions
·      Possibly no financial impact on owners
 
Cons:
·      Could impact pool access during construction
·      Could impact the existing clubhouse parking during construction
·      Could impact Handicap access to second floor during construction
·      Does not solve issue of additional space required for upstairs functions
·      Does not solve issue of the one non-ADA unisex upstairs restroom
·      Most expensive in the long run if expansion of clubhouse is later considered
·      Does not provide expansion of kitchen, or upstairs storage or multi-purpose
rooms.
·      If access is off the existing balcony, this option would require handicap transit
through the pool deck area
·      High cost for small gain
 



 
Please note this will NOT be the final review/vote on the clubhouse expansion nor
does it mean the project will move forward. This is simply a preliminary plan in order
to survey owners to determine whether “next steps” are in order and to down select to
one option. Should the owners decide to support this project and proceed to the next
stage, only then will plans be further developed and the budget more accurately
defined. Thereafter, more comprehensive plans and a refined budget will be presented
for an official vote as stipulated by our bylaws.

If you have additional comments or questions regarding the proposed clubhouse
expansion, you may send them through Direct Line or express your views during our
Board meeting on May 25, 2018.  Thank you for taking the time to review this position
paper and process this request for the benefit of the entire Resort. Attached are
preliminary drawings for Options A and B so that you may better understand what we
are generally discussing for the clubhouse expansion. Option C requires architect input
to define an elevator location.

OPTION A

OPTION B



Separate from this clubhouse expansion proposal, the BOD wanted to make the owners
aware of an additional improvement/enhancement we will be doing this year in
response to owner input during this and past owners’ week forums. The Resort
Manager is currently formulating an immediate plan to determine the best location for
at least three hook-up lanes which the BOD believes we can totally fund and complete
this year. The Resort Manager hopes to have a project scope developed and presented
to the BOD in the near future. Additional alterations under investigation/consideration
include wider entrance and exit lanes, the addition of a pedestrian/bike path, the
addition of a more appealing entrance sign for our Resort and updated exterior lighting.
Over the next few years, the BOD believes these changes can be accomplished based
on anticipated revenue without any further assessment or increase in POA fees to fund
these specific projects.

Once again, if you have additional comments or questions regarding the proposed
clubhouse expansion, you may send them through Direct Line or express your views
during our Board meeting on May 25, 2018.  Thank you for taking the time to review
this position paper and processing this request for the benefit of the entire Resort. 
 

Sincerely,

Your Board of Directors

Hilton Head Island Motorcoach Resort
133 Arrow Road

Hilton Head Island, SC 29928
phone: 843-785-7699

fax: 843-785-7643
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